tone of tlie article was not sucli as is usually seen in a first-class journal, I was led to examine it a little more clearly and critically. The result is that 1 feel it my duty to call your attention to it, and to ask you to give publication to iny remarks upon it.
To begin with the first quotation from the preface, I find the reviewer has made two errors in syntax. They occur in the words, " an der artz." " An " is a preposition which governs the accusative, consequently the article should have been " den ;" again, all nouns in German begin with a capital letter, so " artz " should have been written " Artz." On referring to the original German I find it correctly written. Regarding the translation of the same clause, the reviewer, in addition to misquoting it, has misinterpreted its meaning, which is,?In general practice, whenever a physician has obtained a reputation for obstetrics, his advice is also sought for in the so-called diseases of women. This passage is an explanation of a preceding one, and cannot be literally translated into English. The translator has certainly come nearer the meaning than the reviewer, who has simply translated the German words. " Fachwissenschaft," the reviewer says, is " the scientific knowledge of our profession"! whereas it means a branch or specialty to which any one may have devoted himself, such as obstetrics, anatomy, diseases of the eye, etc., and may be fairly translated " our profession." The reviewer objects to " vielen " being translated " some," and says it should be translated " many." Here he is wrong, as the word is used in the sense, " in some .... in others . . . ." In another figure, where glands are described, the reviewer states that the translation of the German words " einwarts gezogen " by " turned inwards " is nonsense. " It should be ' drawn inwards,' which makes sense." Here the author is describing that the openings of the uterine glands are funnel-shaped, that a depression exists on the free surface of the mucous membrane at the points where they open; " drawn inwards," therefore, cannot be said to convey the meaning intended by the author. In Plate XL., Fig. 3 somewhat/' which is certainly the dictionary meaning of the word; but when the author says " ziemlich Kernreich," he means that the part is rich in nuclei. The expression is a purely idiomatic one, which one who has had to depend upon the use of a dictionary alone might not be acquainted with, and which, as the reviewer says it is not his object to offer a corrected edition of the book, one can excuse his [MARCH 1881. apparently not knowing, though we slionld have thought, before he sought to take the mote out of his brother's eye, he would have made certain that the beam was out of his own.
The reviewer points out some printer's errors, but does so in a manner which has hitherto been unheard of in reviewing, and which it is to be hoped will not find imitators. He says, " In regard to Latin quotations, we notice gross irregularities in the use of points which lead to violation of all the principles of grammar, and make the references nonsensical It would surely have been better to have omitted the Latin references altogether than thus to show to the world that the editor had no idea what they signified. ' In.,' when used as a contraction for ' inauguralis,' is uniformly treated by the editor as the preposition 'in/ which of course does not improve either sense or syntax." He refers to the numbers of the plates where the point has been omitted and the word appears as " in " instead of " in.". On turning to those plates, I find in the first two mentioned the point has been omitted, in the third the word does not occur, and in the remaining two referred to by " etc., etc.," Plates LXTX. and LXXII., the only other occasions on which the word is used in the book, I find it correctly printed " in."; how far, therefore, the reviewer is justified in saying that the editor has shown to the world that he has no idea what it signified is difficult to understand. I think I have now pointed out enough to show the character of the review of the translation of this important work, though I have by no means exhausted it, and will conclude by tabulating in a few words its nature generally.
1st, While the reviewer has pointed out some mistakes, many of his so-called correct translations are entirely wrong, while the translator is right. In other cases both have misinterpreted the author's meaning.
2d, Many of the so-called corrections are mere quibbles, arising from the translator having used free translations of some passages, a thing he has a perfect right to do, or from printer's errors and slips of the pen which have been overlooked in correcting the proof, and which should have been pointed out as such.
3d, There is evidence that the review has been done in a careless manner by one who is certainly not a master of the German language. 4:th, Several expressions are of an unjustifiable?we might almost add libellous?nature, and totally at variance with the tone which should pervade an impartial and unbiassed review. 
